P2K
HR, Estimating and Project Managers
use LaborChart to improve workforce
processes every day

THE PROBLEM

THE RESULTS

P2K is a civil contractor founded in 1998 and located in Atlanta, Georgia. With a
focus on civil infrastructure, their workforce repairs airport runways one day and
performs highly technical operations at military bases the next. With this type of
work, P2K needs to have daily visibility across their workforce. From knowing who’s
on what project and where it stands to identifying staff that can work on federal
property, it's important for them to have an organized bird’s eye view.

Now a LaborChart user for three years, P2K uses the platform every single day.
Their Human Resources group uses LaborChart to input new employee information
and track certifications. Their Estimating Department has the ability to plan months
ahead and effectively forecast how many workers they’ll need with any given project
throughout the year. Project managers have a holistic view of each worker, jobsite
and overall costs.

For P2K, the full picture wasn’t being painted. In fact, it wasn’t available at all. They
were wasting hours going over Excel spreadsheets, under-utilizing staff in
unproductive labor meetings and misplacing worker information in their files. They
needed a cloud-based workforce management platform. They needed Laborchart.

THE SOLUTION
P2K leadership calculated the amount of time and money they were spending in their
meetings, continuously updating their spreadsheet and misplacing workers on
various jobs. They quickly realized LaborChart could do exactly what they were
already doing in Excel and then some. They replaced their entire workforce
management process with the LaborChart platform.

“It was a no brainer to replace what we were doing with LaborChart. I don’t
need to spend hours sitting there and playing with a spreadsheet. I can just
use LaborChart.”
- German Zamora, Project Manager

COMPANY OVERVIEW
HEADQUARTERS:
Atlanta, Georgia
United States

COMPANY SIZE:
80 employees

HUMAN RESOURCES

ESTIMATING

PROJECT MANAGERS

P2K can now take a proactive
approach and ensure their
workforce has what they
need, when they need it.

P2K can plan for the ups and
downs while knowing where
their workforce is needed
months to a full year ahead.

LaborChart enables P2K to
have a bird’s eye view across
their entire organization.

By utilizing the Tags feature in LaborChart, P2K can now label each of their workers
and see who is certified to work on certain tasks and more importantly for them, who
has proper access to work on military bases. This allows them to move people
around as needed and ensure they not only have workers on each job, but the right
workers.

“We looked for other options, but there weren’t any. Now, we’re using
LaborChart every single day.”
COMPANY TYPE:
Civil Construction
Contractor

- German Zamora, Project Manager

P2K builds the infrastructure communities need to grow and flourish, providing construction
services in public spaces and planned developments, as well as performing highly technical
operations at locations like airports and military bases. P2K is committed to excellence in service
and takes pride in delivering exceptional outcomes for our clients.
For more information, visit www.precision2k.com.

Learn more about what LaborChart can do for your company.
Contact us for a demo at laborchart.com.
info@laborchart.com

laborchart.com

